
WHAT TO DO IN SUMMER ON THE ISLAND? Aitona Julián recommends... 

If you have liEle Fme (1h-2h):  

- First, and more than mandatory in good weather, take a quick swim. Bring your diving goggles 
to appreciate the marine fauna.  

- Then climb to the top and get lost for a while along the paths. Enjoy the nature and the views.  

- If you sFll have a liEle more Fme on the island, visit the lighthouse. There you will find the 
sculpture Hondalea by the arFst CrisFna Iglesias. You need to enter honalea.eus to book your 
visit.  

- As a farewell, in summer, go to the terrace of the bar and have a drink. 

If you have all day:  

- Indispensable to take a swim as soon as you arrive on the island! You have several places to 
choose from, the beach, the ramp of the bar... And if you have diving goggles mandatory bring 
them with you to see the fish. 

- Get lost on the island's trails and enjoy the views, fauna and flora.  When you get to the 
lighthouse, behind it, you will find a viewpoint that you can not miss. From here you will be 
able to see the birds flying, but remember that it is very important not to disturb them and 
always keep an appropriate distance from them and their nesFng sites. 

- Book your Fcket to visit the lighthouse. In hondalea.eus you have all the informaFon you 
need.  

- Are you coming with children?  At low Fde enjoy the marine fauna on the island. Shrimps, 
crabs… But remember! Always respect and take care of them. At high Fde, both children and 
adults can enjoy a nice swim in the pool, or in the ramp of the bar. 

- And in summer at picnic Fme, at the bar are sure to find something you like. It's your choice, 
eat at the bar's terrace, or go upstairs and take one of the many tables all over the island, it's 
always a great plan to have a picnic on the island! Besides, with a full belly, taking a nap under 
the sun. 

Make the most of the day! 

make the most of the dayNo maEer what plan you make, alone or with good company, the 
Fme on the island flies! 



 


